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Start painting today - it's easier than you think.If you've ever dreamed of painting in watercolor,
this is the book for you. It's designed to help you start experiencing the joy of watercolor
immediately - even if you've never picked up a brush.Mark and Mary Willenbrink provide all the
guidance and encouragement you need. Their painting techniques, tips and tricks help make
every step you take a success, from selecting colors to designing a composition. It's like having
two private art instructors right there at your side.In no time at all you'll be hanging original works
of art - pieces you'll be proud to show to family and friends. The Willenbrinks' easy-to-follow
instruction ensures it.

Remember to have fun with watercolors! Because they're unpredictable, some artists can feel
tense and out of control at first. You just have to watercolors behave as the transparent, fluid
paints they are. Let them do their thing. You may be surprised and enjoy the results." --This text
refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorMark and Mary Willenbrink are the husband
and wife team of the internationally best selling Drawing for the Absolute Beginner, with
their Absolute Beginner titles translated in more than a dozen languages. Mark and Mary enjoy
teaching the fundamentals of art while encouraging everyone to “Have fun and keep up the good
work!” Mark is a fine artist and art teacher who strives to do a sketch a day, while Mary is an
author who loves reading, writing and spending time with family. The Willenbrinks live in
southwestern Ohio with their growing number of rescue cats and dogs. --This text refers to the
paperback edition.
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Jon760, “I learned watercolor painting from this book. This book helped me to paint in watercolor
for the first time ever. Though I have studied Color Theory before and knew some drawing
basics such as perspective, values, lines and proportion, its painting that I ultimately want to
learn. I have never ever held a brush and dipped it into a water to paint, except for color theory,
until barely two months ago after i bought this book by Mark Willenbrink.I have posted samples
of my work after reading and doing exercises from this book on my own. One of the painting with
a lighthouse, I copied from Mr. Willenbrink's example of a house--I replaced the brick fence with
white and placed a light house. The Amsterdam and Santorini is from my own sketches after
combining buildings into one.The only important thing left for me to learn is to paint realistic sea,
waves, current, rivers and clouds. I hope that Mr. Willenbrink will include samples and exercises
on these on his next book update.I didn't read the book from page 1 to end and start practicing. I
stop and copy the samples or do exercises before reading on to the next chapter.My paintings
are a beginner's work but I wanted to show it to you to see how far you can go from following Mr.
Willenbrink. I still have to learn a lot but this book helped me to develop confidence. Pair Mr.
Willenbrink's book with Arches block, Da Vinci Cosmotop Mix-F kolinsky sable blend No 16/10/8
brushes, and some transparent tubes from Sennelier and Da Vinci and you will be off to a good
start. I initially used cheap art supply and I nearly gave up.He doesn't seem to have a lot of
workshops to attend to. I would like to attend some of his workshops if I could.P.S. - I draw a lot
and so some of the shapes and structural drawings I skipped reading. I have also taken classes
in Color Theory and working with just three paint tubes prior reading this book and start actual
watercolor painting.”

Munchnmonkey, “It's OK but.... I AM a complete beginner and felt that this was good in telling
you what supplies you need etc. BUT they, early on, talk about perspective drawing, one and two
point and other "scary" things. It's probably me but I need to be "step by stepped" into this.”

Ievgeniia Lakosnyk, “Wonderful book for absolute novice. Wonderful book for absolute novice,
especially for self-taught artists. All issues are well-explained and I adore all those watercolor
illustrations accompanying the material. Technique, tools, materials, theory and guide for
practice, tips and tricks - all these can be found inside. All you need after taking a look inside is
to practice, practice and practice again inspired by what you found in this book.”

Carolyn A. Jones, “Just What I Needed!. I just finished my first watercolor class. I wanted to
continue honing my skills and learning some new ones during the summer break. This book is
keeping me motivated. The author teaches a skill and immediately guides you through an
excercise that makes use of what you just learned. As I practice the exercises I continue to learn
and improve. I look forward to becoming an accomplished watercolorist by the end of the
summer!”



S. Haevernick, “Very good if you're a beginning water color user.. I am in the process of working
my way step by step through this book. I am learning a lot. Mark Willenbrink is a good
communicator. His words and his illustrations are fairly easy to follow. The dvd that came with it
was helpful but too short. I think some of it was missing. I am an absolute beginner and I mostly
understand it.”

Michael Hawkins, “Five Stars. My wife finds it very informative and useful”

K. S. Gidney, “Watercolour Book. A brilliant introduction to watercolour painting presented in a
simple way. Just what I was looking for as I am a beginner (Age 73!)”

bobby, “Five Stars. very pleased”

Ascanio, “Muy didáctico. Ya había comprado algunos otros libros de estos autores, y son todos
muy didácticos, aunque hecho en falta algunos paso a paso más detallados.”

Ebook Libraryhead, “Truly great instruction for the beginner. Clear and concise lessons which
beginners like me should like. The many step by step examples are very encouraging. Truly a
practical and valuable book for beginners to get started on watercolour”

The book by Mark Willenbrink has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 166 people have provided feedback.
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